Time to get real: The case for critical action research in purchasing and supply management

Introduction
As academic agendas move towards delivering impactful research there is a need to challenge the foundations of our knowledge. Conflicting pressures co-exist in the ‘publish or perish’ academic culture that can wed scholars to methods considered less risky (Wensley, 2007), conflate dominant theories (Cova et al., 2009), and discourage longitudinal research approaches. As a result, a criticism of management research, including those in the ‘top’ journals, is that despite high rigour, papers have become formulaic, predictable, lacking in imagination (Alvesson et al., 2016) and the findings have low social impact (Bartunek et al., 2006, Clark and Wright, 2009). Replication of normative methods runs the risks of practical irrelevance, failure to provide new insights, and a disengagement from organisations and society, where scholars are left reporting the agendas rather than leading and influencing them.

For our contribution to be sustainable and impactful our research should shape managerial thinking and engage with those affected by it. This demands co-production of research (c.f. Martin, 2010) not just a superficial communication at the latter dissemination stages of a research project. Different methods are required to ask new questions of the underpinning assumptions in our dominant theories. In response to the academic impact agenda, there have been calls for more action-orientated methods in purchasing and supply chain research (Crespin-Mazet and Donenwill, 2012, Pagell and Shevchenko, 2014, Touboulc and Walker, 2015, Touboulc and Walker, 2016, Walker et al., 2008a) not just to demonstrate methodological variety, but also to explore real practical issues (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002, Gummesson, 2000, Näslund et al., 2010). Action research (AR) is problem centred (Sanford, 1970), yet, should purchasing research aim to go further than exploring practical institutional and managerial problems?

Impactful PSM
Purchasing and supply management (PSM) is increasingly positioned as a critical business function with growing responsibilities related to organisational performance, supply chain risk and reputation (Giannakis, 2012, Zheng et al., 2007). With this increased responsibility comes accountability. The following examples bring into sharp focus the catastrophic social, environmental and financial impacts and myriad of unintended consequences that PSM failures can, and do have: The Rana Plaza disaster, the horsemeat food fraud, the diesel emissions scandal, working conditions at Apple’s supplier Foxconn in China, the abuse of Cambodian garment factory workers in Nike and Walmart’s supply chains, and the on-going environmental catastrophes in the Niger Delta from the petroleum industry.

Common in these examples are that PSM actions are grounded in traditional performance optimisation, profit-driven, organisation-centric thinking. Despite decades of academic research on relevant issues at the heart of addressing these failures, including buyer-seller relationships, partnerships, outsourcing
and risk, failures are still happening. Is it that practitioners are not listening, or that our theories are not always fit-for-purpose? The theoretical foundations of PSM research have been described as weak and lacking in disciplinary maturity (Spina et al., 2016), suggesting that we need new theories and new methods that consider the complexity of contemporary organisational environments.

The case for action research
As PSM failures continue, we need to explore new research approaches if our impact on management practice is to be relevant and enduring. The development of contemporary theory is one of AR’s core, explicit demands (Eden and Huxham, 1996). AR aims to challenge the status quo and originates from the need to solve practical, and complex social problems (Lewin, 1947). Recent AR research in the PSM field has explored problems related to sustainable practices in supply networks (Golob et al., 2014, Touboulic and Walker, 2015), decision making for New Product Development (Le Dain et al., 2010), strategic supplier performance evaluation (Dey et al., 2015) and the establishment of direct and cheaper procurement processes (Pereira et al., 2011).

Although it is common for AR studies to be empirically situated in individual organisational contexts, AR seeks to move beyond the specific to the general to provide traction for change. As business environments increase in uncertainty and volatility, organisations require transparency through their supply chains to enable them to be adaptive to wider geo-political, environmental and social factors, where integration will be driven by behaviours (Stevens and Johnson, 2016). The complexity of these new challenges requires participatory approaches so we can adapt or develop PSM theories that reflect diverse stakeholder perspectives over time, challenge existing power structures, and increase the potential for change (Linton et al., 2007). The utility of abstracted theory development stems from the rich, powerful data in AR’s practical, iterative empirical setting focused on systemic inter-relationships rather than singular perspectives of issues.

AR is research ‘in’ action, rather than research ‘about’ action (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002) and it encompasses a spectrum of approaches and influences (Cassell and Johnson, 2006). There is no definitive classification of AR as a methodology, and its diversity is embraced (Reason and Bradbury, 2008) as an umbrella research philosophy that views knowledge creation as a collaborative and dialectic process to ‘make things happen’ (Cassell et al., 2009). AR represents an opportunity for PSM scholars to address the ‘double hurdles of scholarship and relevance’ (Pettigrew, 2001, Van de Ven and Johnson, 2006). Mainstream research paradigms can lead scholars to be more preoccupied by methodological rigour than by the pursuit of interesting research and theory (Bartunek et al., 2006, Davis, 1971). The notion of rigour advocated by traditional methods is often rooted in distant observation and a replication-driven logic. Rigorous research is necessary but not sufficient for it to be influential. AR provides a way to re-humanise PSM research through the promotion of problem-driven approaches whose quality is not solely determined by the originality of theoretical insights but equally by their relevance and how research relationships are managed (Koplin, 2005).
Critical action research

Critical management scholars claim that academic research should aim to systematically challenge assumptions and thinking (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011, Alvesson and Sandberg, 2013), rather than constructing narrow ‘gap-spotting’ studies (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011) that can be devoid of practice and fail to critique underpinning conventions. Critical approaches demand reflective interrogations of familiar positions to develop impactful research (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011). AR is an influential method as it places change at the core of the research process, requiring critical reflexive practice of the impact of assumptions, values and actions on others (Cunliffe, 2004). We support critical management scholars but advance their call further to ensure PSM research is not just action-oriented, but also participatory. A stream within the critical management studies field aims to engage in dialogue with practitioners (Anthony, 1998, Watson, 1994) to transform management practice and restore a humanity to decision making (Fournier and Grey, 2000).

We argue that PSM research has more potential for influence if it starts from a ‘real’ problem anchored in practice, and that crucially, the problem itself is challenged dialogically by scholars, practitioners and diverse stakeholders. Under a critical performative perspective, the notion of performance requires reframing and a radical re-imagining to move away from purely technical, company-centric values to judge relationships between inputs and outputs (Spicer et al., 2009). Engaged approaches allow issues to be seen from different perspectives, raising the consciousness of all involved in the research, and those potentially affected by it, as it aims to transform as well as predict and control (Saunders et al., 2009).

The danger here is that organisations, and PSM researchers, may only engage with traditional, commercially orientated network partners (Meehan and Bryde, 2015), and performance considerations persist in narrow terms. AR, in comparison seeks to promote a more democratic and inclusive approach to research in pursuit of sustainable change to minimise the risks of marginalising issues or groups though abstracted universal theories (Bondy and Starkey, 2014). Shifting the foundations of how the research problem is situated through AR is an important step for emancipatory change in PSM research and can provide a space for marginalised, less powerful voices to be heard. Emancipatory management is perhaps an oxymoron, but AR can encourage challenge to previously uncontested activities. Traditional non-action/engaged approaches can reinforce dominant paradigms and power structures in supply chains. AR considers a broader scope, over a longer time-frame (Walker et al., 2008b), that challenges the focus on company-centric internal initiatives (Touboulic and Walker, 2016). AR can provide an important source of social understanding and a much-needed impetus for social and political changes (Fay, 1987) through seeking counter-narratives to the more dominant versions of PSM impacts, which tend to focus only on the positive, and often only monetised elements of what is valued.

Critical AR approaches remain marginally represented in PSM research (Touboulic and Walker, 2016) and the role that individuals play in driving or
resisting change is largely underexplored. While this may be a symptom of the influence of dominant paradigms in the field, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of AR. Longitudinal access and engagement can generate rich data but a critical reflexive distance is needed to prevent researchers becoming co-opted (Johansson and Lindhult, 2008). Critical-reflexive AR researchers also need to consider how they can instigate the transformation of practice when access is not possible (Welford, 1997). This may involve engaging with unusual stakeholders who are also motivated by change or simply reflecting on the notion of change itself. Change may not necessarily imply radical transformation or utopian thinking; working closely with practitioners and opening dialogues on “un-discussed” issues can have powerful ripple effects. Thinking the unthinkable and exploring potential impacts of present actions compared with alternatives provides valuable space for considered decision-making and providing accountability.

Concluding thoughts
Critical AR presents risks and rewards for PSM scholars. AR allows an exploration of real world problems in a reflexive and critical way, through engaged and participatory research that is impactful. It can generate practical solutions that people buy in to, as well as allowing researchers to generate new theories through the insights gained from in-depth questioning of PSM issues. For the PSM discipline, conducting AR will have implications for how we perform as scholars. AR will take longer and may lead to less journal outputs than, say, survey research. However, it is more likely to have an impact, as it requires engagement with multiple stakeholders over time. Critical AR may meet resistance from some journals with more traditional methodical orientations, but the depth and criticality of research is likely to lead to theoretical innovations and sustainable change in organisational practice.

A more political question for PSM scholars is whether we can afford not to engage with those supply chain actors most affected by PSM activities? We may need to rethink our roles as researchers. We have choices whether to turn a blind eye and passively support harmful practices without critiquing them, and whether to represent the views of less powerful actors in the supply chain. If we want to encourage organisations to engage in responsible PSM, we need to stop being disengaged researchers, and embrace our role as advocates. Rather than pursuing a traditional neutral tone, we may need to take a normative position regarding the ‘shoulds’ and ‘oughts’ of responsible PSM. Moving scholars towards advocacy (Eisenberg, 1993) and critical approaches potentially underlines further the need for longitudinal, iterative and reflexive emergent theory development. AR has a specific focus on action and finding practical answers (Cassell and Johnson, 2006, Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002), yet if we seek to redefine debates, ask different questions, challenge assumptions and, importantly, recommend particular choices amongst other competing options, scholars need to simultaneously take time to reflect, and theorise to ask the ‘big’ questions, even those without obvious practical answers (Fleming and Banerjee, 2016).

Challenging the assumptions of our knowledge base and developing theories appropriate for emerging issues has wider implications for how scholars
encourage critical reflexivity in the education of PSM practitioners and in our professional associations. A delicate balance needs to be found, for if scholars are overly critical of present systems and the organisational order, it can create a barrier to engaging with decision makers (Fleming and Banerjee, 2016) – the very people we might seek to influence.


